a ' new social space ' for engineers and their genteel employers to discuss ' matters technical, applied and occasionally theoretical '.' Yet we still know very little about many of these men's lives and working practices. And as Lorraine Daston argues, writing about the growth of scientific precision, we very much should know, since the identity of the laborer underwrites the value of the labor. Before precision could be entrusted to machines, it must first have become the work of rude mechanicals. Behind the history of laborious precision lies a barely begun history of the scientific laborer, and of the moral authority that grounds and emanates from nice work. ( Aside from brief obituaries in the Gentleman's Magazine, these ' rude mechanicals ' (and instrument-makers in particular) had no Aubrey or Boswell to record their lives and prejudices, nor, with very few exceptions, did their family firms survive into the twentieth century to provide records of their businesses.) Where they have left behind traces in the scientific institutions with which they dealt, the brief letters or bills do not tell us of their education or their private motivations. Such traces, however, along with their contributions to the Philosophical Transactions, do give us insight into the crucial role that these men played in reifying science in the eighteenth century.
The practices of all ' rude mechanicals ' at the Royal Society are too complex to investigate carefully in a single paper, therefore I shall concentrate on one class of such men (instrument-makers) and one maker in particular (George Graham) to illuminate the ways in which prominent makers in the eighteenth century cemented their reputation at the Royal Society with major contributions to natural philosophy, mixed mathematics and rational instrument design. While the careers of many instrument-makers (John Ellicott and Edward Nairne in electricity ; Jesse Ramsden, John Smeaton and James Watt in mechanics ; John Dollond and William Herschel in optics) could illuminate, in varying degrees, the significance of these activities to the science of the Society, Graham's, while outstanding, is not atypical. He was a prolific contributor to the Philosophical Transactions in the 1720s, 1730s and 1740s, authoring twelve papers on astronomy, three on the Earth's magnetic properties, one on horological innovations and one on meteorology.* He was [41] ', by James Short ; ' Observations of an occultation of Jupiter … Oct. 28, 1740 ', by John Bevis and James Short). James Bradley is the author of the paper that reports on Graham's pendulum clock experiments to measure the shape of the Earth (' An Account of some Observations made in London … concerning the Going of a Clock … '). One paper, which is not authored by Graham, is an account of his work in comparing the standard weights and measures of England with those of France (' An account of a comparison lately made by some gentlemen of the Royal Society of the standard of a yard, and crucial to major discoveries in natural philosophy (the aberration of starlight, the nutation of the Moon's axis and the diurnal variation of the Earth's magnetic field), mixed mathematics (measuring the shape of the Earth) and instrument design (a temperatureinvariant pendulum, and a near perfectly circular quadrant). He first gained recognition for inventing the orrery, a clockwork device which became immediately popular for exemplifying the precise certainties of the greater Newtonian universe. Steele wrote of this little clockwork universe, ' it is like receiving a new Sense to admit into one's Imagination all that this Invention presents … It administers the Pleasure of Science to any one '."! Not only did Graham build a model of the Sun and its planets, but he was also at the centre of British and French efforts to measure the shape of one of those planets, namely the Earth. He supplied instruments of new design and unprecedented exactness to test -in London, Paris, Lapland and Jamaica -Newton's inference in the Principia that the Earth bulged at the equator. His construction of delicate compasses revealed another property of the Earth : that it made the compass's orientation vary slightly during a twenty-four-hour period at any given place. He made instruments for the Royal Observatory at Greenwich that were universally admired and set the stage for English dominance in the export of mathematical and optical instruments to the observatories of continental Europe for the rest of the century, while also making many astronomical observations himself.
So who was George Graham ? Very little published material on him exists. Among horologists he is revered for three crucial and very long-lived developments : the dead-beat escapement, the mercury pendulum and the cylinder escapement in watches."" The Earl of Macclesfield thought so highly of him that he had his portrait painted. Graham died in 1751 and was honoured by burial in Westminster Abbey, next to his master Thomas Tompion, with an inscription that stated that his ' inventions do honour … the British genius … [and his] accurate performances, are the standard of mechanical skill '."# One of these ' performances ', his zenith sector, led to one of the most important (and surprising) astronomical discoveries of the eighteenth century.
GRAHAM AND THE PRACTICE OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
By the 1720s it had become slightly embarrassing that, nearly two centuries after the death of Copernicus, stellar parallax had not yet been demonstrated ; although astronomers could always answer that it was too tiny an effect to be seen with current instruments. The solution to the problem lay in the construction of yet more accurate instruments ; and George Graham was the man to whom James Bradley turned to reveal the parallax of the stars. Graham made a zenith sector that was, according to Bradley, ' exact and wellseveral weights … '). Another paper on this last subject, which describes his work but is not written by him, is not listed in the index under his name : ' contrived '."$ In December 1725, while looking for the parallax, Bradley noticed that a star crossing the meridian near the zenith was 3d more southerly than he had expected."% Though 3d was a very small amount -Brahe's best observations, at the beginning of the previous century, were some sixty times less accurate, being good only to a few minutes -Bradley believed that Graham's instrument was at least this accurate, so he continued to measure the angle at which the star passed through the meridian for an entire year."& During that year the star continued to move southwards, then moved northwards, and finally returned to its original position in December 1726, which Bradley took as ' sufficient Proof that the Instrument had not been the Cause of this apparent Motion of the Star '.
Satisfied that the phenomenon was not caused by Graham's instrument, and putting ' aside all thoughts … about the Cause ', Bradley set out to acquire the ' proper Means to determine more precisely ' what exactly the phenomenon was. The ' proper Means ' was a new George Graham zenith sector. It was twelve and a half feet long, and while Graham did not build it all himself, he certainly carried out all the delicate work, dividing the arc and setting the micrometer screw and the crosshairs of the telescope. Bradley believed that this instrument was accurate down to half a second ; he selected twelve stars near the zenith and settled down to another year's observation before endeavouring to ' find out the Cause '."' Bradley hypothesized that the phenomenon he had observed could only be caused by the relative motion of the Earth with respect to the stars. If a telescope on the Earth were pointing directly overhead at a star and the Earth were moving past the star, then the light entering the top of the telescope would not reach the bottom, since the telescope would have moved past the star. On the other hand, if the telescope were inclined slightly from the vertical by an angle ' x ', equal to the ratio of the Earth's speed to the speed of light, then the starlight entering the top of the telescope would get to the eyepiece at the bottom as the Earth moved past the star. Popularizers of astronomy in the eighteenth century likened this phenomenon to walking in the rain with an umbrella : the faster you walk, the more you must incline the umbrella to stop the rain. Likewise, the faster the Earth moved, the more inclined the telescope would have to be to collect the light in its eyepiece. Bradley observed that, over a year, the star traced out a small ellipse around its expected position ; from the size of this ellipse and the star's latitude, he calculated ' x ' to be on average 20n25d and that the Sun's light took eight minutes thirteen seconds to reach the earth."( Bradley clearly believed that theoretical advances were driven by increases in observational accuracy. Twenty years later, in his 1748 paper demonstrating the subtle phenomena of the nutation of the Moon's axis, he would more explicitly espouse this belief : Kepler had relied on Brahe, Newton could not have philosophized without the invention of clocks and telescopes, therefore theory is indebted to practice for many of its inductions. All these instances, Bradley concludes, ' point out to us the great Advantage of cultivating in this as well as every other Branch of Natural Knowledge … a regular Series of Observations and Experiments '.") Graham certainly followed Bradley's prescription by making and using instruments that allowed precise observations. Indeed the great mass of papers appearing in the Royal Society's Philosophical Transactions in the eighteenth century rely, as I have argued elsewhere, almost entirely on careful observation or experiment ; at all costs Fellows avoided the infection of theory."* In this same paper of 1748, Bradley gave a glowing testimonial to his friend, the man ' who above all others, has most contributed to the … Improvement [of astronomical instruments] … our worthy Member George Graham '. Bradley went on to state, if my own Endeavours have, in any respect, been effectual to the Advancement of Astronomy ; it has principally been owing to the Advice and Assistance given me by [Graham] … whose great Skill and Judgement in Mechanicks, join'd with a complete and practical Knowledge of the Uses of Astronomical Instruments, enable him to contrive and execute them in the most perfect manner.#! This is an extraordinary encomium from a gentleman and Oxford professor to an artisan and a London shopkeeper ; not only was Bradley reliant upon Graham for supplying ' perfect ' instruments, but he also acknowledges that Graham assisted him in making observations and possibly in interpreting them. Furthermore, Bradley and Graham together used a zenith sector to reveal new truths in natural philosophy, which was most unusual since mathematical instruments usually measured existing, rather than demonstrated new, phenomena.#" While Graham collaborated with Bradley in these two discoveries in natural philosophy, he made -through painstaking observation with instruments of his own making -another discovery of his own, that the Earth caused the magnetic compass to move throughout the day, even though the compass itself was stationary. The behaviour of the magnetic compass, long of interest to mariners, became a matter of investigation for natural philosophers in the late sixteenth century. At the beginning of that century, ' mariners had [already] observed that magnetic variation -the deviation of the magnetic needle from true of the Earth's orbit), the time (in minutes) that the Sun's light takes to cover that distance can be calculated from the ratio of the two speeds as : north -was not fixed, but varied from place to place '.## By the middle of the sixteenth century, some navigators believed that this variation over space provided a method for finding the longitude : that there was a simple geometric relationship between the easily measurable latitude and the magnetic variation, from which the longitude could be calculated. The relationship proved elusive, however, though it remained a problem that ambitious mixed mathematicians attacked. One of them, Henry Gellibrand, the Gresham Professor of Astronomy in London, made the likely relationship still more difficult by collating his own observations of the variation at London with those of others from earlier times, and finding that the variation itself varied over time at any given place. This additional variation -called the secular change in magnetic variation -did not deter Edmond Halley, who proposed a sophisticated model of the Earth's magnetic poles to account for both variations. However, Halley's theory, and his subsequent mapping of the variation on three different Atlantic voyages around the turn of the eighteenth century, still provided no useful way of finding the longitude, nor of giving a convincing explanation of the complicated phenomena.
Thus when George Graham came to the problem of the variation of the magnetic compass, he had a long tradition to draw on in terms of instrumental design and experimental procedure. Graham himself made no voyages, nor proposed any theories, complex or simple. He stayed at home and, with his own instruments, made a ' fundamental discovery '.#$ The success of Graham's experiments depended upon two things : first, his belief (which also motivated Bradley) that accurate and regular observations of already well-known phenomena might reveal something extraordinary, and second, his ability to design instruments and experimental protocols that were delicate and exact.
Graham's compass needles were delicately made and carefully balanced on a ' Pin … of steel hardned, and ground to a fine Point '. Graham removed all iron and steel from the room, and carefully fixed a meridian line fifteen feet long that ran above the compass. Below the compass itself, he made a brass plate that he divided into 10h sections. Above the compass box he placed a convex glass which, acting as a magnifying lens, enabled him to estimate the position of the needle to within 2h. Before making ' any Trials ', he repeatedly moved the needles and noted that they always returned to their initial position. With two compasses having needles of different weight, Graham settled down to over a year's work, making ' above a thousand Observations in the same Place '.
Such meticulous observation had its rewards, and Graham's instruments and methods revealed a diurnal variation of 35h or so a day. However, beyond the announcement of that unexpected daily movement of the compass needle, Graham could say little. The variation was never exactly the same from one day to another. The best he could conclude was that ' the only thing that has any appearance of Regularity, is that the Variation has been generally greatest … between the Hours of Twelve and Four in the Afternoon, and the least about six or seven in the Evening '. None the less, Graham was certain of his facts, certain that the changes were not generated by the vagaries of the instrument or the weather ; but as to ' what the Cause ', he concluded, ' I cannot say '.#%
GEORGE GRAHAM AND THE PRACTICE OF MIXED MATHEMATICS
Along with important contributions to natural philosophy, Graham practiced another science that was of central importance to the Royal Society, namely mixed mathematics. Furthermore, this science, in contrast to much of natural philosophy, had an immediate utility to the British state itself, which directly supported astronomy, geography, navigation, surveying and hydrography -the only sciences thus officially sponsoredthrough the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, the Board of Longitude and the Admiralty.#& Yet while such mathematical instruments as quadrants, theodolites and clocks, and such optical instruments as telescopes and micrometers, were crucial to the application of mixed mathematics, there was no a priori reason why the men who made them would also be valued ; they did, after all, use their hands to make a living, and some of them were shopkeepers. Indeed, the Royal Society was the exception, not the rule, in its treatment of scientific instrument-makers in the eighteenth century. In general, such men were not similarly honoured by European scientific academies. The uniqueness of their position was recognized by contemporary commentators. For instance, when the French Royal Astronomer Cassini visited some of the English makers in 1788, he wrote, ' [they] are geometers and natural philosophers, our best artists are only workmen '.#'
With his work in the mixed mathematical sciences of geodesy and astronomy, Graham demonstrated his skills in geometry and natural philosophy as well. In the 1730s, in pursuit of the true shape of the Earth, he made his own experiments in London, co-ordinated those of others in Jamaica, and supplied instruments for French measurements in Paris and Lapland. Graham has, quite wrongly, not been recognized for his crucial role in solving this vexing question of the Earth's shape since he did not have the talent for publicity possessed by Maupertuis, the chief organizer of the French expeditions, and because his own measurements at his house on the Strand lacked the drama of those made in the Arctic wastes or the Andean highlands by Maupertuis's and Bouguer's expeditions respectively. But if Graham lacked dramatic flair, he firmly grasped the mathematical principles at issue, conducted careful and observant experiments and, uniquely, made the accurate instruments -a fixed-length pendulum clock, a theodolite and a zenith sector in particular -that measured the shape of the Earth in tropical, temperate and Arctic latitudes by two quite different methods.
The first of these methods depended on the comparison of the periods of pendulum clocks at different latitudes. In the Principia, Newton had used the observation that ' several astronomers … have found that pendulum clocks do … move slower near the equator ' to support his theory that ' the increase in weight, in passing from the equator to the poles, is … as the square of the … sine of the latitude '. Newton, however, thought that the differences in temperature between the equatorial and temperate regions had no significant (at worst approximately 1 part in 7n5) effect on the different rates of pendulum clocks.#( Graham, however, wished to eliminate entirely this source of uncertainty in this method of measuring the shape of the Earth. He had already published a paper in 1726 describing a pendulum that did not change its rate at various temperatures,#) and in the early 1730s he designed an experiment that used a pendulum clock and a thermometer to distinguish between the changes in the rate of the clock due to changes in the temperature and latitude respectively. It was he, Bradley reported in 1734, who judged that the ' Opportunity was now offered of trying with the utmost Exactness, what is the true Difference between the Lengths of Isochronal Pendulums at London and Jamaica ', and who made the appropriate pendulum clock. Graham also constructed the experimental protocols, giving ' very full Directions to Mr Campbell ', to whom the clock was sent in Jamaica. In good Royal Society fashion, Graham gave no hints to Campbell as to at what rate the clock ran in London, or how temperature variations influenced it, so that the ' Experiment might be made with all possible Care and Caution, and without any Byas, or Prejudice, in favour of any Hypothesis '.#* What Graham did not tell Campbell was that he had already established that his clock went one second a day slower for every two divisions of temperature-rise on the thermometer, and lost or gained less than one second a day in London at any given temperature ; an insignificant amount. Since Campbell observed that Jamaica was, on average, fifteen to twenty divisions of the thermometer warmer than London, any time difference over and above eight to ten seconds a day would be due to the decreased net gravity at Jamaica. Campbell found that the clock ran two minutes and six seconds a day slower at Jamaica. From this, and using Newton's sine-squared rule mentioned above, Bradley calculated that the ' Aequatorial Diameter is to the Polar, as 190 to 189 ', which he rather blandly noted was ' somewhat greater than what Sir Isaac Newton had computed from his Theory '.$! 27 Isaac Newton, Principia, (tr. A. Motte ; ed. F. Cajori), Berkeley, 1962, book III, prop. XX, prob. iv. The weight of an object is less at the equator because the spinning Earth tends to throw the object off the Earth (and hence reduce its weight). Furthermore, since the Earth bulges at the equator, the object is farther away from the centre of the Earth and suffers less gravitational attraction from the Earth. Thus the net force of gravity, ' g ', at the equator is less than at the pole, and since the frequency of a pendulum is proportional to the square root of ' g ', the clock runs slower when ' g ' decreases. Newton said of the heat effect : ' I take an iron rod 3 feet long to be shorter by a sixth part of one line in winter time with us here in England than in the summer. Because of the great heats under the equator, subtract this quantity from the difference of 1 1\4 lines observed by Mr. Richer, and there will remain 1 1\12 lines [due to change in net gravity alone] '. Campbell was not the only person to seize the ' opportunity ' to take a Graham pendulum clock with him away from temperate zones and metropolitan areas to more extreme climates at the edges of European empires in order to measure the shape of the Earth. Maupertuis, as he planned his expedition to Lapland in 1735, sent the Swedish astronomer Celsius to London to procure the best instruments he could find.$" One of those was a Graham pendulum clock. That clock was taken to Lapland, but Maupertuis altered Graham's experimental procedure slightly, and chose to eliminate temperature differences by trying to warm up the clock to Parisian temperatures while in Lapland and comparing its rate at a given temperature with its rate in Paris. For example, the clock might run five seconds a day fast in Paris, and twenty-five seconds a day fast in Lapland, at the same temperature ; thus the twenty seconds difference would be due to the differences in net gravity at the two latitudes.$# Using Newton's sine-squared theory, together with the measurements from Graham 
Comparing the period of pendulum clocks was not the only way to measure the shape of the Earth ; the other was to use a theodolite and surveyor's chains or rods to measure out a fairly large distance (sixty to seventy miles), and, using a zenith sector, to measure how much of a degree of arc that distance covered. This method was physically more difficult and expensive, but it had the virtue of being a direct measurement of the Earth's surface ; no complicated Newtonian assumptions about the net strength of gravitational attraction stood between the observations and the inferences from those measurements. Again, Maupertuis and his academic companions, Clairaut, Camus, Le Monnier and Celsius, turned to Graham to make instruments for the requisite measurements. In particular, Maupertuis asked Graham to make him a zenith sector as well as a theodolite. Maupertuis had every confidence in the former instrument (perhaps he hoped it would reveal something as astonishing as it had to James Bradley in the previous decade) : [ It was] of about 9 foot Radius … It was made at London under that ingenious Artist Mr. Graham, a Fellow of the Royal Society, who had exerted himself to give it all the Advantages and all the Perfection that could be wished for. He had even taken the trouble to divide its Limb with his own hands. 32 The rate of the clock was measured against the diurnal transit of a fixed star over the meridian. This is the length of a sidereal day. The clock was kept warm in Lapland by fires, and the thermometer was the same as that used in Paris. ' Net gravity ' is the combined force of the Earth's gravitational attraction and the centrifugal force on an object at the Earth's surface. It were endless to give a particular description of everything that is remarkable in this Instrument.$% Graham's great reputation with Maupertuis and his colleagues came from three sources. First, they wished to make arguments depending on the highest possible accuracy of theory, calculation, instrumentation and measurement. Therefore, emphasizing the greatest possible excellence of their instruments was a rhetorical necessity.$& Second, Maupertuis and his colleagues were hoping to prove Newton, the Englishman, right, and Cassini, their compatriot, wrong. Graham was the finest English instrument-maker of his generation, a member of the same Royal Society that had become synonymous with Newton, and the man who equipped the Royal Greenwich Observatory run by Halley and supervised by the Royal Society. In a very literal sense, Graham's instruments were Newtonian, or, what amounted to the same thing, they were English astronomy manifested ; the prestige of Newton and the excellence of the English instruments were inextricably tied together. Third, as I have already shown, Graham had played a central part in the discovery of the aberration of starlight.
When Maupertuis visited London in May and June of 1728, he attended meetings at the Royal Society, was elected Fellow and met Bradley and Graham.$' As a result of this visit he became an enthusiastic Newtonian, and a few years later, when back at the Acade! mie des Sciences in Paris, he leapt at the chance to settle the question of the shape of the Earth in favour, he hoped, of Sir Isaac Newton's theory. Maupertuis was ordered by the Acade! mie to put together a team to go to Lapland, at that time part of the Swedish Empire, and measure the length of a degree of arc. One of the members of the team was Celsius, the professor of astronomy at Uppsala, who was chosen both because he was Swedish and because he was an astronomer. Maupertuis, as I have already noted, dispatched him to London at the end of 1735 to equip the expedition with English instruments -in particular a Graham sector like that with which Bradley had made his discovery of the aberration of starlight. While in London, Celsius was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, observed an eclipse with Graham at his shop in the Strand, and acquired from Graham not only a new sector similar to Bradley's, but also a theodolite, a clock, a pendulum and a ' machine ' to measure the length of the pendulum, all of which were made by Graham.$( Maupertuis's expedition of 1736-37 had the full support of the Royal Society. Maupertuis was already a Fellow, and the other four members were elected to the Society as a consequence of the expedition.$) Not only was the expedition supposed to prove the theory of one of the Royal Society's members, Sir Isaac Newton, but it was also almost entirely equipped by another of their members, George Graham. Furthermore, three of the Society's members, Graham, Campbell and Bradley, had already undertaken a series of accurate experiments in London and Jamaica using a Graham pendulum clock similar to the one that Maupertuis took to Lapland to measure the shape of the Earth. It was hoped that their results would be confirmed by Maupertuis's measurements near the polar circle. A steady stream of letters arrived from France and Sweden to inform the Royal Society of the progress of the expedition.$* In one of these letters Maupertuis requested advice from Bradley about the observational corrections that the aberration of starlight demanded and wrote of Graham's sector, ' notwithstanding the high idea we had of Mr. Graham's ability, we could not but with astonishment see … [that] the arc of the limb did not differ but one second from what it ought '.%! Graham himself could scarcely wait to hear the final results of the expedition ; Le Monnier had to put him off, telling him to wait until the book was published in a couple of months. Graham was duly given one of the seventeen copies of La Figure de la Terre that Maupertuis sent to the Royal Society.%"
In the book, which was immediately translated into English, Maupertuis told how his team had fixed Graham's sector in the plane of the meridian to measure the angle at which a particular star near the zenith passed the meridian (the star's altitude), then moved the sector south to another mountaintop and repeated the same measurement. The difference between the star's two altitudes was due to their having moved south on a globe (changing latitude). The academicians then established the distance between the two mountaintops by surveying a series of triangles and measuring several of the baselines with wooden poles. Having measured the distance between the two points and the difference in angles, they calculated that the length of one degree of arc near the polar circle was longer than at Paris ; therefore they concluded that the earth was squashed at the poles. This seemed, at first glance, to vindicate Newton. At the very least, Cassini (and Descartes) were wrong in saying that the Earth bulged at the poles. Of the disagreement between Newton's prediction of a bulging at the equator of 1 part in 230 and Maupertuis's own measurement by pendulum clock and zenith sector of 1 part in 190, Maupertuis had less to say. When he could avoid it no longer, he gave his preference to observation over theory ; his 38 The election certificates of all four explicitly mention the expedition. Celsius was elected as he prepared for the expedition in January 1735\36, Clairaut and Le Monnier immediately after the expedition (October 1737 and April 1739 respectively), and Camus very much later (January 1764 measurements with the sector, he argued, were more precise than Newton's theory, since his angles were accurate to within a second and his lengths were accurate to within inches.%# Thus by 1738 Graham had, in concert with others, measured the shape of the Earth with his pendulum clock and had seen his instruments triumph in the skilled hands of Maupertuis and his colleagues in Paris and Lapland, Campbell in Jamaica and himself and Bradley in London. The question of the shape of the Earth was settled (or at the very least, its qualitative shape was known), and Graham himself could say with satisfaction to Bradley that ' Sir Isaac Newton would have been much pleased with [my work] had he been living '.%$ In addition to his geodetical work, Graham was an important observer of astronomical events, against whom others, in England, Scotland, Europe and British North America, calibrated their observations.%% They did so in three ways. First, to establish their own credentials as expert observers, they compared their measurements of the time at which an astronomical event (usually an eclipse) occurred with his, looking for good agreement. Second, those who did not live in London established their longitude with respect to the metropolis by comparing the time at which a specific eclipse took place with the time at which Graham observed the same event in London. In the first half of the eighteenth century, then, observing the same eclipse as George Graham could put you on the map. Third, observers of spectacular heavenly events could compare their descriptions of the progress of the events to establish an astronomical natural history that could be compared with Graham's.
Graham was, of course, not the only London mixed mathematician against whom astronomical observers calibrated themselves in the first half of the eighteenth century ; others included the physician John Bevis, the optician James Short and most importantly the Astronomer Royal, Edmond Halley. It was against this last astronomer that Graham first compared himself, announcing his own arrival as a skilled observer in 1722. Halley's observations of an eclipse of the Sun on 27 November 1722, at Greenwich, were listed first, and Graham's, in London, followed. Ambitious and skilled clock-and watchmakers were expert at observing transits of stars to check the going of their timepieces against that most perfect clock, the spinning Earth. Graham assures the reader that he had done just that, having made ' very correct Observations both of the Sun and Stars, the 26, 27, and 28th, for determining the exact Time by my Clock '. Graham's observations of the beginning and the end of the more than two-hour eclipse differed by less than thirty seconds from those of Halley.%& This was the last time (with one exception) that George Graham's observations followed anyone's. In seven of his eight subsequent astronomical papers that are grouped with those of others who observed the same event, Graham's observations came first. By 1736 he had displaced even Halley from first place.%' The eclipse of the Moon of 15 March 1736 demonstrated how a foreign astronomer could calibrate his observing skills against those of Graham. The astronomer was Andreas Celsius, who, as already noted, was in London to acquire the Graham instruments that were so crucial to Maupertuis's expedition to Lapland. Not only did Graham show him how to use and calibrate these exact instruments, but Celsius had also to demonstrate while at Graham's house that he was a careful and accurate observer. Graham's observations themselves were very simple, recording just the beginning and the end of the eclipse, as well as the total immersion and emersion of the Earth's shadow. Halley's were equally blunt. Celsius, perhaps in his eagerness to establish his delicate observing skills, listed the times at which the Earth's shadow crossed various craters and mountains of the Moon. His times of the various stages of the event agreed with those of Halley and Graham to within less than one minute, which was an acceptable, if not spectacular, concurrence.
Mixed mathematicians observed eclipses not only to test their skills and to calibrate themselves against a masterful observer, but to fix the longitude of various parts of the world. Indeed, the demands of geography -and the finding of longitude in particular -lay behind the funding of most state-run astronomical observatories. Longitude is a relative measure and has to be generated with respect to an astronomically sophisticated metropolitan centre. Any of the three techniques for finding longitude that were used in the eighteenth century -observation of an eclipse (or a transit, including those of the moons of Jupiter), fixing the position of the Moon or reading the time off a chronometer -relied on prior or simultaneous events at the imperial centre. A single observation in, for example, Hudson Bay could not on its own generate longitude. If the eclipse method was being used, the same eclipse would also have to be observed in London (or any other major metropolitan centre). Using the position of the Moon relied upon sophisticated astronomical tables generated at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich and exact mathematical instruments made in London and taken to North America. Likewise, the chronometer method worked only if the watch was set to Greenwich time and then taken to Hudson Bay. Graham contributed to all three methods of the astronomical generation of longitude. His constant observation of eclipses allowed others elsewhere to fix their longitude ; he provided accurate instruments for the Observatory at Greenwich, which were crucial to the construction of lunar tables ; and, finally, he undertook experiments on the differential expansion of metals that led, in part, to Harrison's chronometer.
Timing eclipses was not only useful ; the events themselves were also often enjoyably spectacular. The enlightened who watched them gained the double pleasure of experiencing the extraordinary even while it was predicted and explained in an ordinary fashion. The total solar eclipse of 18 February 1736\37 that crossed over Scotland provided such an opportunity for such people to give a natural history of an unusual event. George Graham, who in London could only experience a partial eclipse, none the less provided a natural history of what he saw that could be compared to those histories of the total event experienced in Scotland. While Graham was unable to calibrate the full event, his instruments could travel to Edinburgh, and Colin MacLaurin, professor of mathematics at the University of Edinburgh, used a Graham pendulum clock and meridian instrument with, he felt, ' sufficient Exactness '.
The eclipse, MacLaurin noted with satisfaction, began almost down to the last second 
GRAHAM AND RATIONAL INSTRUMENT DESIGN
Graham and other visible technicians were important to English science in the eighteenth century not only for their work in mixed mathematics and natural philosophy, but also because they developed an important new methodology for designing instruments and investigating nature. Instrument-makers made great efforts to make instruments that approached geometric or mechanical ideals as closely as possible (the perfectly circular quadrant ; the constant-length pendulum ; the achromatic lens ; the frictionless machine), and to do so they had to transcend the nature of the materials they worked with. Thus they devoted extensive time to investigating the properties of metals and glasses under a variety of conditions so that they could make devices that did not vary in performance under varying conditions. Graham and others, for instance, developed increasingly sophisticated pyrometers to measure the expansion of the brass and steel they used to make almost completely regular clock pendulums and watch-springs ; Dollond designed vitrometers to measure the refractive and dispersive powers of crown and flint glass so he could match them in a compound lens that nearly eliminated the dispersive differences between the two ; John Smeaton modelled a near frictionless waterwheel ; and John Harrison devoted his life to making a virtually temperature-and motion-invariant mechanical chronometer to mimic the perfect motion of the heavens.%* All these makers used the science of their day to design and test their instruments. Their subtle use of trial and error, their understanding of the behaviour of materials and their search for increasing accuracy fitted well with the empirical, Baconian nature of English science in the eighteenth century, while their prosperity, reputation, science and art qualified them for the Royal Society.
In the eighteenth century, actual pendulums were far from ideal ; one of their most significant defects was that the clocks to which they were attached ran faster in the winter and slower in the summer because the pendulums were shorter in the colder months and longer in the hotter months. Spring-regulated watches suffered the same problem due to the increased stiffness of the spring in colder weather. The group of instrument-makers who attacked this problem used the experimental philosophy in a way that has subsequently been characterized as ' trial and error '. Several writers have denigrated this method as ' unscientific ', but might it not be argued that much scientific knowledge is made by ' trial and error ' of varying degrees of sophistication ; in the eighteenth century, in fact, the words ' trial ' and ' experiment ' were synonymous.&! Experimenters, as Karl Popper has argued at length, have to keep trying to get their experiment to ' go ' in order to confirm or reject some sort of hypothesis.&"
Thus when the clock-and watchmaker George Graham thought he could remedy the problem of irregular clocks, he hypothesized that he needed only to find ' two Sorts of Metals, differing considerably in their Degrees of Expansion and Contraction '. After ' several Trials ' he decided that there were no two solid metals whose degrees of expansion were sufficiently different over a range of normal room temperatures. He kept this problem in mind, however, when, six years later, he ' made Trial of Quicksilver ' and found that ' the extraordinary Degree of Expansion … immediately suggested … the Use that might be made of it '.
Graham then set about constructing a brass pendulum with a column of mercury attached, which was adjusted in length until the pendulum was beating uniformly. This clock was placed next to an identical one with a simple brass pendulum, and for the next three years and four months their times were compared against each other and against the absolute time given by ' the Transits of the fixed Stars making use of a Telescope which moved in the Plane of the Meridian '. Graham concluded, For the first Year, I wrote down every Day, the difference between the two Clocks, with the Heights of the Thermometer, not omitting the Transits of Stars, as often as it was clear. The Result of all the Observations was this ; That the Irregularity of the Clock, with the Quicksilver Pendulum, compared with the Transits of the fixed Stars, exceeded not, when greatest, a sixth Part of the other Clock … The reason why this kind of Pendulum is more exact than the common Sort [is] … that as Heat lengthens the Rod of the Pendulum, at the same Time it increases the Length of the Pillar of Quicksilver, and its [the Quicksilver's] Centre of Gravity is moved upwards … [and] the Distance between the points of Suspension, and the Centre of Oscillation of the Pendulum, will be always nearly the same.&# Graham had a ' reason ' why his new design worked, and he tested that reasoning through painstaking empirical trials that lasted over a year. His word alone, like that of any gentleman, was good. There was no need for corroborating witnesses.
Along with making a pendulum that beat nearly uniform time, Graham devised a method to make nearly perfect divisions of circular astronomical instruments at the Royal Greenwich Observatory. In 1725 Halley was granted £500 for new instruments -in particular a large quadrant to be made by George Graham -and a Royal Society committee reported on the work. One of the committee members was George Graham himself, who reported that Halley had indeed fitted the quadrant as required by the committee and that it ' ha[d] been made and fixd with the greatest exactness in every particular ' and at the best possible price consistent with ' putting the Instruments in such a state of perfection '.&$ In an age of much corruption, it seems that ' Honest ' Graham lived up to his name, for the Observatory not only got its quadrant, but it got a quadrant that was indeed of unparalleled accuracy. The praise for this instrument has been consistent ever since it was made. In 1738 Robert Smith, the Master of Mechanics to his Majesty, asserted that its ' particular accuracy … excels all others … owing to the extraordinary skill and contrivance of Mr. George Graham '. Nearly fifty years later, Maskelyne, the Astronomer Royal, called it ' excellent … [of] a degree of accuracy unknown before ', while the Cambridge fellow William Ludlam thought that Graham ' carried the art of constructing and graduating [this] instrument … to such perfection, that from this time we may date a new era in Astronomy '. English-made copies of Graham's instrument went on to fill the observatories of Europe.&% Graham did not manufacture the whole quadrant himself ; Jonathon Sisson undertook the construction of the brass arc and the iron frame. Robert Smith, in his account of the quadrant, is careful to state the difference between the ' contriver ' of the instrument, George Graham, ' who direct[ed] the whole design … [and] was pleased to perform the divisions of the arch and all the nicer parts of the work with his own hands ', and the ' inferior workmen ' whom he supervised.&& As Chapman points out, Graham's importance lay not only in the delicacy with which he divided the arc of the quadrant using standard geometric techniques, but also in his innovative use of the vernier scale to read the finished divided arc, his use of a scribing compass instead of the more clumsy knife and ruler to mark the divisions, his introduction of a 96-part scale to cross-check the 90-degree scale, and the massiveness of the superstructure which supported the arc of the quadrant. All of these techniques, which were copied and improved by the generation that followed Graham (especially John Bird), helped to establish the English instrument-making trade as pre-eminent in Europe.
Graham's commitment to making geometry real is evident in his actual techniques. When possible he chose bisection, which could be achieved using pure geometry ; only when necessary did he trisect or quinquesect. For example, the reason he chose a 96-part scale to cross-check the 90-degree scale was that the former could be continually bisected while the latter could not. Chapman describes Graham's bisection technique as follows :
from the [zero] point the radius compass could strike off 60 degrees, on the principle that a radius, as a chord, will divide into a full circle six times exactly. The 60 degree space was accurately bisected with a shorter compass. To do this, two bisecting arcs were drawn from each end of the 60 degree arc, in such a way that the scratches they made on the metal just failed to touch … Graham found it easy to fix the precise point between them by the aid of a strong magnifier … Once the 30 degree point had been found, the compass was set into the 60 degree mark, and a full 90 degree arc constructed. Each 30 degree space was likewise bisected to contain 15 degrees.&'
Graham could achieve bisection of a 90-degree scale only down to fifteen degrees, after which he had to trisect or quinquesect, operations which, since they relied on successive approximations and comparisons, were not possible in pure geometry. The technique that Graham followed to trisect and quinquesect is described in Rees's Cyclopaedia of 1820, under the article ' Graduation '. Once Graham had reached the fifteen-degree arc by bisections, he then copied that arc on to another piece of brass. To trisect he used another compass which he set to an estimated one-third division of the fifteen-degree arc. From each end of the arc he inscribed a mark on the circumference. He then measured the two interior marks using the compass. If, for example, the initial one-third division was too large, the two interior marks would be too close together when compared with the compass. Thus the compass would be closed slightly, and the process repeated until the two interior marks were the same distance apart as the measuring compass. Once that occurred, the compass would be used to make the five-degree divisions on the original arc. The process of quinquesection used an identical approximation procedure, but was even more tedious.
Graham, by making the finer parts and designing and dividing the whole quadrant himself, combined the roles that Hooke as designer, Flamsteed as astronomer and Tompion as maker had played in the previous century. Thus Graham not only helped to ensure, through his instruments, the dominance of Greenwich in the field of positional astronomy, but also ensured the prestige of instrument-makers in English science, both at the Royal Society and elsewhere, in the eighteenth century. In his own accurate and careful hands, Graham's instruments also made unusual revelations (the diurnal magnetic variation), upheld the reigning orthodoxy (the Newtonian theory of the Earth's shape) and made routine, but important, measurements (fixing longitude). Furthermore, in the hands of others, his delicate instruments revealed the unexpected (the aberration of starlight) and confirmed the expected (the oblate shape of the Earth, the occurrence of eclipses). Graham was a skilful maker of experiments as well as instruments, and his observant behaviour, mechanical understanding, exactness and avoidance of theory made him an exemplary and highly visible Fellow of the Royal Society. His work and that of other instrument-makers, both on their own account and for others, contributed to the vitality of that institution in the first half of the eighteenth century. Technically and scientifically expert they were ; invisible they were not.
